Laundry

- Washing Machine
  - Can I connect my washing machine to a hot water line?
  - Can the washing machine's door be reversed?
  - Can wool clothing damaged during intermediate spin in the wool program?
  - Chemical stains on laundry after washing in washing machine
  - Cleaning the washing machine if there it an unpleasant smell
  - Cleaning the washing machine's rubber seal if it's dirty
  - Clothes are too creased after washing in washing machine
  - Clothing is caught in between washing machine's door and drum
  - Connected Appliances Combined
  - Dark or brown stains on laundry after washing in washing machine
  - Different colors of washing machine and tumble dryer
  - Display of my washing machine is blurry
  - Fabric conditioner does not dissolve in my washing machine
  - Fabric conditioner runs directly down into the washing machine's drum
  - Fluff / lint on laundry after removing from washing machine
  - Foam and soap powder residue in washing machine
  - Grey marks on laundry after washing in washing machine
  - Handle of the washing machine's door is faulty
  - Holes in laundry after washing in washing machine
  - How to prevent build-up of limescale in the washing machine?
  - How to set up AutoDose washing machine (standard detergent)
  - How to set up AutoDose washing machine (super compact detergent)
  - Internal light in washing machine does not work
  - Laundry is stiff or hard after washing in washing machine
  - LED flashes on the washing machine's display
  - Opening washing machine's door at the beginning of wash cycle
Recently installed washing machine does not start
- Rust on washing machine's drum
- Seal on the washing machine's door is damaged
- Small marks on washing machine or tumble dryer glass door
- Stains removal guide
- The door of the washing machine cannot be opened
- The "drum cleaning" icon shows on the washing machine display
- The lid on my top-loading washing machine is broken
- The lid on my top load washing machine will not close?
- The wash time indicated on the washing machine's display
- Unable to level top loader washing machine on uneven floor
- Washing machine's door can be opened and water runs out
- Washing machine's door opens during cycle
- Washing machine's door opens in the middle of a cycle
- Washing machine blows fuses / trips RCD circuit breaker
- Washing machine displays 1- minute pause
- Washing machine displays error message EF0, EFo, EF3 or emits 15 beeps / 15 flashes
- Washing machine displays error message C9 or F9
- Washing machine displays error message E10, C1 or emits 1 beep / 1 flash
- Washing machine displays error message E30, C3 or emits 3 beeps
- Washing machine displays error message E40 or emits 4 beeps / 4 flashes
- Washing machine displays error message E60
- Washing machine displays error message E80 or emits 8 flashes
- Washing machine displays error message E90, E91, E92, E93 or E94
- Washing machine displays error message Eb0, Ebo or emits 11 beeps / 11 flashes
- Washing machine displays error message EHO / EH0
- Washing machine displays error message EHO / EH0
- Washing machine displays padlock
- Washing machine displays three dashes
- Washing machine does not drain, displays error message E20 or C2, emits 2 beeps / 2 flashes
- Washing machine does not heat up, and does not display an error message
- Washing machine does not spin
- Washing machine does not take detergents / water remains in the softener compartment
- Washing machine door emits cracking sound
- Washing machine emits a burning smell
Washing machine emits buzzing sound during washing
- Washing machine emits humming / pumping noise
- Washing machine emits noises and shakes while spinning
- Washing machine emits unpleasant smell
- Washing machine has visible signs of damage
- Washing machine is drawing in water when switched off
- Washing machine produces pale streaks on laundry or emits a sour smell
- Washing machine pumps continuously and produces foam
- Washing machine pumps continuously – no error message is displayed.
- Washing machine steam cycle
- Washing machine stops in the middle of a cycle
- Washing machine’s inlet hose is leaking
- Washing tips
- Wash care symbols on labels
- What should I do if the energy consumption meter indicates a too high standby consumption?
- White clothes turn grey after washing in my washing machine / washer dryer
- White coating on washing machine’s drum
- Why is there water or moisture is in my washing machine before the first use?

- **Washer - Dryer**
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- Cleaning the washer - dryer
- Clothes are too creased after washing in washer - dryer
- Clothing is caught in between the washer - dryer’s door and drum
- Display of washer - dryer is blurry
- Drying cycle of washer - dryer takes too long or too short
- Fabric conditioner runs directly down into the washer - dryer’s drum
- Fluff / lint on laundry after removing from washer - dryer
- Handle of the washer - dryer door is faulty
- LED flashes on the washer - dryer’s display
- Seal on the washer - dryer door is twisted and leaking
- Washer - dryer displays error message E90, E91, E92, E93 or E94
- Washer - dryer does not switch on after a drying cycle
- Washer - dryer has visible signs of damage
- Washer - dryer’s door opens in the middle of a cycle
- Washer - dryer’s inlet hose is leaking
- Washer dryer displays error message E10, C1 or emits 1 beep / 1 flash
- Washer dryer displays error message E20 or C2, emits 2 beeps / 2 flashes
- Washer dryer displays error message E30, C3 or emits 3 beeps
- Washer dryer displays error message E40 or emits 4 beeps / 4 flashes
- Washer dryer displays error message E90, E91, E92, E93 or E94
- Washer dryer displays error message EF0, EF0, EF3 or emits 15 beeps / 15 flashes
- Washer dryer does not take detergents / water remains in the softener compartment
- Wool clothing shrinks after washing in washer - dryer
- Cleaning tumble dryer’s filters
- Clothes are too creased after drying in tumble dryer
- Drying cycle is too long
- Excessive moisture in room, on walls and windows where the tumble dryer is located
- Iron Aid dryer does not start
- Iron Aid tumble dryer displays error message Err
- Iron Aid tumble dryer does not dry well
- Light in the drum of the tumble dryer does not switch off
- Light in the drum of the tumble dryer does not work
- Moisture, condensation, water in tumble dryer
- Part of my tumble dryer is damaged
- Start - Pause LED flashes on tumble dryer
- The display of the dryer shows different running times for the same programme
- The time displayed on the tumble dryer display does not match the time indicated on the energy label
- Tumble dryer's digital display show spots
- Tumble dryer's door opens during a cycle
- Tumble dryer's door will not open or is defective / broken
- Tumble dryer's drying cycle does not end
- Tumble dryer's drying results are poor and laundry is damp after drying
- Tumble dryer's drying time according to the energy labelling is not the same as specified in the user manual
- Tumble Dryers - Overview
- Tumble dryer's Condenser LED is on
- Tumble dryer blows fuses / trips RCD circuit breaker
- Tumble dryer damages clothes
- Tumble dryer displays error message C0 / CO
- Tumble dryer displays error message C6
- Tumble dryer displays error message C8
- Tumble dryer displays error message CD
- Tumble dryer displays error message CE / CF
- Tumble dryer displays error message E20, C2 or emits 2 beeps / 2 flashes
- Tumble dryer displays error message E40
- Tumble dryer displays error message E50
- Tumble dryer displays error message E60 and does not heat up
- Tumble dryer displays error message E80
- Tumble dryer displays error message EHO, EH0
- Tumble dryer displays error message "Err"
- Tumble dryer displays padlock
- Tumble dryer does not heat up
- Tumble dryer does not start
- Tumble dryer does not stop when the cycle is finished
- Tumble dryer does not switch on after a drying cycle
- Tumble dryer drum does not rotate, no error message
- Tumble dryer drying cycle takes too long
- Tumble dryer emits a louder noise during wool cycle
- Tumble dryer emits unpleasant smells
- Tumble dryer emits unusual noises
- Tumble dryer ends the programme immediately after the start
- Tumble dryer has visible signs of damage
- Tumble dryer shrinks clothes
- Tumble dryer stops after a few minutes of the cycle
- Tumble dryer’s water tank is empty
- Warning light(s) of tumble dryer cannot be switched off
- When I open my tumble dryer, there is a large amount of lint / fluff
- Wool clothes have shrunk after the drying cycle